Dali 1 - Kin 247, Blue Cosmic Hand (23 Aug)
Welcome to the Lunar Scorpion Moon of Challenge (Strengthening)! This is the second moon of the Planetary Service Wavespell,
holding the power of polarity and stabilization

The totem animal for this Moon is the scorpion, signifying a process of death and rebirth; a time of great transmutation of energies...
This Moon has 2 galactic activation portals: The first is Kin 260, Yellow Cosmic Sun, the last day of the 260-day galactic spin, and
after that is Kin 1, Red Magnetic Dragon, the first day of the galactic spin.

Gamma 25 - Kin 11, Blue Spectral Monkey (16 Sept)

Full Moon and Penumbral Lunar Eclipse. "A penumbral lunar eclipse occurs when the Moon passes through the Earth's partial shadow,
or penumbra. During this type of eclipse the Moon will darken slightly but not completely. The eclipse will be visible throughout most of
eastern Europe, eastern Africa, Asia, and western Australia
Blue Spectral Monkey is the galactic signature of José Argüelles/Valum Votan, who initiated the Harmonic Convergence of 1987, the
first globally synchronized meditation

\

Wavespells of the year Blue Spectral Storm kin 219
The wavespell of the year, the Red Magnetic Moon kin 209, is the 17 wavespell of the Tzolkin and in the
Green Central Castle of Enchanting , Court of Matrix , that synchronizes the human and represents the
power of Healing

The second Moon, The Lunar Moon of Challenge, is the second step of the wavespell and connects with the
Lunar Dog, kin 210, and it is the possibility to face the challenges tha love brings up in relation to expanding
our heart and being loyal to our truth. Through those challenges we can stabilize the enegrgy of
unconditional love and acceptance in our heart.
As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 10 and 2: The Go and Hug a Tree
bottle and the Peace bottle. We will bring peace and breath into our heart and have a greater understanding
of time-space, the laws of nature and the laws of karma

In the Major Arcana of the Tarots B10:it is the outward jiurney of the Wheel of Fortune, and in the 20
Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life: The Compassionate One.

The Wheel of Fortune
The cycles of time, the laws of Karma, cause and effect. New beginnings on all levels. What goes around
comes around. Be prepared to change. The potential for great happiness

The Compassionate one. I am the ageless comforter, the loyal one, love is my Law

In relation to the wavespells that followed the Closing of the Cycle and the 16 years of the Cube of the Law
(1996-1997- 2012-2013) this is the 20 and relates to the Yellow Magnetic Star, in the Central Green Castle
of Enchantement, Court of Matrix, that synchronizes the human. Represents the power of Creativiy

The second step of this wavespell relates to the Lunar Moon, kin 249, the possibility to polarize, in order to
purify, stabilizing flow. As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 9: The Crystal
Cave and Bottle 2, the Peace Bottle. It will be the possibility to bring peace to the heart in order to flow in a
communication that comes from the feeling side of the being. In the Major Arcana in the Tarots it is the
outward path of :the Hermit and in the galactic Archetype: theHealer

. The Hermit

The Healer: healing power of universal waters of Compassion. Purification is the source and healing power
of love

